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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
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August 3, 2020

To:

File

From:

Deputy Chief Pat Rigdon

Subject:

Administrative Insight

On 07/31/2020 I, Deputy Chief Pat Rigdon, reviewed the internal affairs investigation regarding
social media posts made by Sgt. Keith Wrede. This review consisted of reading all relevant
interviews, viewing photographs, and reading insights of the case. The case appears to be complete
and accurate.
Based on the investigation it is undisputed that Sgt. Wrede made the social media posts, “Kill them
All” and “Kill Em All” on the evening of 06/30/2020 during a live streamed broadcast of protest
activity that was blocking I-25 near the Bijou Street. It is also confirmed that he made an undated
post on social media that states, “Solid move BLM way to make your point. I hope you are proud
you damn Terrorist”. Both of these posts are inexcusable and in no way reflect the values of the
department. These posts have the potential to seriously damage the reputation of the department and
the officer involved and be a potential obstacle to mending strained community relations with
members of the public. There have already been calls to terminate Sergeant Wrede over this
incident.
Rather than completely going over the entire investigation and restating much of what Commander
Whittington did in his insight and recommendations, I will limit my comments to the findings, the
aggravating and mitigating factors in determining appropriate discipline, and the final decision on
disciplinary action.
First, I concur with the findings of SUSTAINED for the following:
•

•

GO 1655.30 Police Officer Conduct-Conduct Unbecoming a Police Officer
o The social media posts by Sgt. Wrede brought the department into
disrepute and have discredited both Sgt. Wrede and the department. The
comments have impaired the efficiency of the department.
Go 1553.30 Social Media Usage; private use of Social Media by Employees
o Sgt. Wrede’s social media posts have negatively affected the public
perception of the department. While the comments were made off duty
and from a private account, members of the public and media were able
and would be able to determine that he was an officer with CSPD.

I do not concur with the finding of “NOT SUSTAINED” in regard to:
•

G.O. 1303.10 Fair and Impartial policing; Fair and impartial Policing practices.

